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Prediction of half-metallic gap formation and Fermi level position in Co-based Heusler alloy
epitaxial thin films through anisotropic magnetoresistance effect
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We have investigated the temperature (T ) dependence of the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect
of Co2FeGa0.5Ge0.5 (CFGG) epitaxial thin films having different compositions and atomic orders to examine
the relation between AMR and the half-metallic electronic structure based on a developed theoretical model.
The T dependence of the resistance change (�ρ) of the AMR normalized at 10 K is minimal in the CFGG
films having a standard composition and high atomic order. In contrast, the films having a large atomic disorder
due to the Co-rich composition exhibit a large reduction of �ρ with T . Our theoretical model of AMR well
explains this behavior; namely, the half-metallic ferromagnets having the Fermi level (EF) around the center of
the half-metallic gap are predicted to show a small T dependence of �ρ because of no/few localized d ↓ states
at EF. On the contrary, a large change of �ρ with T is expected for the half-metallic materials having EF close to
gap edges or large in-gap states because of the contribution of thermally excited s-d scattering involving the d ↓
states. Moreover, we have also investigated the variation of �ρ with T for the thin films of various half-metallic
Co-based Heusler alloys and found the behavior that agrees with our theoretical prediction. The present study
proves that the formation of a half-metallic gap and the position of EF in a half-metallic material are readily
predictable from the T dependence of �ρ of the AMR effect, which can be a facile way for efficient screening
of half-metallic materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Half-metallic ferromagnets (HMFs) possess a band gap in
one spin channel at the Fermi level (EF) and thus exhibit
100% spin polarization (P) [1,2]. Achieving spin polariza-
tion close to 100% at room temperature (RT) could lead
to a major innovation in spintronics; thus, HMFs have at-
tracted strong research interest as potential key materials for
various spintronics devices [3–5]. Among known classes of
half-metallic materials, Co-based full Heusler alloys with a
chemical formula of X2Y Z , where X,Y = transition elements
and Z = p-block elements, have attracted much attention due
to their theoretically predicted half metallicity and high Curie
temperature [6–8]. In the last decade, many studies have
demonstrated the usefulness of the Co-based Heusler alloys
in achieving giant magnetoresistance (GMR), large tunnel
magnetoresistance, and large spin-accumulation signal in non-
local spin-valve (NLSV) devices due to their half-metallic
natures [9–22]. Despite the large MR ratio observed in the
Co-based Heusler alloys, further enhancement of MR perfor-
mance at RT is required for the usage in practical applications.
According to theoretical studies, the electronic structure of
half-metallic Heusler alloys is very sensitive to structural
disorder [23–25]. The structural disorders give rise to the
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formation of some minority (↓) states in the half-metallic gap,
resulting in low spin polarization or a loss of half metallicity.
However, usually it is not easy to investigate the effect of
atomic disorder between X and Y neighboring elements as
the atomic numbers of their constituent elements such as Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni are close to distinct using standard x-ray
diffraction (XRD) techniques with Cu-Kα radiation source.
In addition, the position of EF in the half-metallic gap, i.e.,
near the center or the edges of the gap, is also a critical issue
in half-metals that affects the temperature (T ) dependence
of P. However, there is no efficient experimental method to
measure P and the position of EF in half-metallic materi-
als. In the past, the spin polarization of electric current (β)
has been deduced from the transport properties of current-
perpendicular-to-plane giant magnetoresistance (CPP-GMR)
[15,16] and NLSV devices [14,26,27]. However, the device
fabrication involving thin-film processing and microfabrica-
tion is very time-consuming. Another powerful technique
is spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SR-PES). Al-
though large spin polarization over 93% was reported in the
epitaxial Co2MnSi thin film using SR-PES, careful sample
preparation and analysis are required because of its strong
surface sensitivity [28]. Hence, it is strongly desired to ob-
tain information on spin polarization using a facile method.
According to the extended two-current model of anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) effect with considering all s-d
electron scattering processes through different spin channels,
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which has been developed by Kokado et al. [29], the sign
of AMR ratio should always be negative for a half-metal.
Based on this theory, it was experimentally demonstrated that
there is a close correlation between the AMR effect and spin
polarization, thereby establishing it a facile way in search
of new materials having high spin polarization [14,30–34].
However, in the previous studies, it was claimed that the neg-
ative AMR is only a necessary but not sufficient condition for
half-metallic material; thus, it is not always straightforward to
judge half-metallic nature only by the sign of AMR.

In this study, to deepen the understanding of a relation-
ship between AMR and half-metallic electronic structure,
we carefully analyzed the T dependence of the AMR ef-
fect of Co2FeGa0.5Ge0.5 (CFGG) epitaxial thin film, which
is known to have a half-metallic band gap based on the high
spin polarization measured by the point-contact Andreev re-
flection technique [35], giant MR ratio in CPP-GMR [22],
and large spin-accumulation signal in NLSV devices [13,26].
We measured T dependence of AMR for the CFGG films
and analyzed the relationship of AMR with the half-metallic
electronic structure based on the extended two-current model
of AMR. In order to validate our arguments, we performed
the synchrotron anomalous x-ray diffraction (AXRD) to an-
alyze the atomic orders quantitatively and first-principles
calculation of the density of states (DOS) based on the deter-
mined site occupation. We also fabricated the NLSV devices
from the single-layer CFGG film that is the same for the
AMR measurement to deduce β of the CFGG directly. Fi-
nally, the proposed method using AMR was extended to
other Co-based Heusler films to confirm the validity of our
analysis. The present result elucidated the formation of a half-
metallic bandgap and the position of EF is predictable from
AMR measurements for the simple single-layer film with-
out measurement of transport properties of the devices that
require time-consuming microfabrication, which is beneficial
for high-throughput screening of half-metallic materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS

In this study, we have prepared two series of CFGG
films having different composition ratios using the CFGG
alloy targets in an ultrahigh-vacuum magnetron sputtering
system. Before thin-film deposition, the MgO substrate was
cleaned by chemical washing (acetone→ethanol) followed by
in situ Ar-ion milling to remove the surface contamination. All
CFGG films were deposited at RT and subsequently annealed
in situ at temperatures Tann = 300 − 700 ◦C for 30 min to
induce atomic ordering. Two sets of films with 30 and 50 nm
thickness were deposited for each composition. The chemical
compositions of the films were analyzed by the inductive
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy method. By tuning the
deposition conditions, we obtained two series of films having
largely different film compositions of 49:23:14:14 (at. %)
and 54:26:11:9 (at. %), which indicates that the former is
close to the previously reported CFGG composition [31,36],
whereas the latter is richer in Co and poorer in Ge; hence, we
referred them to as standard CFGG and Co-rich CFGG films,
respectively. The crystal structure of the CFGG films and the
disorder between Co and Fe atoms were studied by XRD with
the ordinary Cu-Kα and synchrotron-radiated x-rays.

We microfabricated 30-nm-thick standard CFGG films
into NLSV devices using electron-beam lithography, Ar-ion
milling, and the lift-off techniques, and then β of CFGG films
was estimated at RT by measuring the spin-accumulation sig-
nal (�RS) in the copper (Cu) channel. Total 24 devices were
prepared on the same substrate with different center-to-center
distances (d) between two CFGG wires from 450 to 1350 nm.
In order to control the relative magnetization configuration
(parallel/antiparallel) of the CFGG wires by sweeping the
magnetic field, these CFGG wires were patterned into differ-
ent geometric aspect ratios. Then, these CFGG wires were
isolated by sputtering a 30-nm-thick SiO2 onto the milled
area, followed by lifting off the remaining resist mask. In
the next fabrication step, two CFGG wires were connected
by a 100-nm-thick Cu channel deposited by an electron-beam
(EB) evaporator. Prior to the deposition of the Cu chan-
nel, a soft in situ Ar-ion milling was performed to obtain a
transparent contact at the CFGG/Cu interface. The resistance
(Ri)-contact area (Aj) product, RiAj was found to be much less
than 1 m�μm2 for all annealing temperatures, indicating a
transparent contact [37] at the CFGG/Cu interface. Note that
after cleaning of the surface of CFGG wires, the sample was
transferred to the EB evaporator chamber without breaking the
vacuum.

In order to investigate the sign and the magnitude of the
AMR ratio, the 50-nm-thick CFGG films were patterned into
Hall-bar geometry using photolithography and Ar-ion milling
techniques. A motorized sample rotator attached with a Phys-
ical Property Measurement System was used for the AMR
measurements. For evaluating AMR ratio, DC current (IC) of
1 mA was applied to the 〈110〉 direction of the CFGG film,
and the constant external magnetic field H of 300 mT was
rotated within the film plane. The DC resistance change as a
function of the relative angle between H and IC (defined as
φ) was measured at different T from 10 to 300 K. AMR ratio
was evaluated by �ρ/ρ⊥ × 100%, where �ρ = ρ‖ − ρ⊥, and
ρ‖ (ρ⊥) is the resistivity of the film for φ = 0◦ (90°).

Additionally, the spin-resolved DOS for the standard
CFGG with different atomic orders were calculated at 0 K
by first-principles calculations based on the density-functional
theory using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method
[38,39] implemented into the HUTSEPOT code [40]. The atomic
disorder is treated within the coherent potential approxima-
tion (CPA), and the Kohn-Sham potential is determined by
atomic-sphere approximation. For the exchange-correlation
energy, we adopted a local spin-density approximation of
Perdew-Wang [41] with the self-interaction correction [40] for
the majority-spin Fe-t2g orbital. Other technical details on the
first-principles calculations are described in Ref. [34].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION IN STANDARD
CFGG FILMS

A. Structural analysis

XRD with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) was used to
investigate the crystal structure, i.e., B2 and L21 order of the
CFGG films. Figure 1(a) shows ω-2θ (out-of-plane) XRD
profiles of the standard CFGG films annealed at Tann =
300–700 ◦C. All films show clear 002 and 004 diffraction
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FIG. 1. (a) ω-2θ (out-of-plane, at χ = 0◦) XRD patterns of CFGG thin films annealed at Tann = 300–700 ◦C. Additionally, ω-2θ -scan
of 111 odd superlattice peak at tilt angle χ ≈ 54.7°, which is appearing over 500 °C. The peaks highlighted by the light-gray color are
appearing from the 002 diffraction from MgO substrate. (b) Tann dependence of the degree of B2 ordering (SB2) and L21 ordering (SL21). (c)
Experimentally measured x-ray energy dependence of I002/I004 near Co-K edge for the standard CFGG films.

peaks other than the peaks from the MgO substrate, indicating
the epitaxial film growth along the 〈001〉 direction. Clear
002 superlattice peak for all the films suggests the formation
of a highly B2-ordered structure. In order to detect the 111
superlattice peak, which reflects the L21 order, films were
tilted by 54.7° from the film-surface normal direction. The 111
superlattice peak is detected for Tann � 500 ◦C [Fig. 1(a)].

Next, we have estimated the degree of B2 (SB2) and L21

ordering (SL21) using the following expressions:

SB2 =
√

Iexp
002/Iexp

004

Isim
002 /Isim

004

, (1)

and

SL21 =
√

Iexp
111/Iexp

004

Isim
111 /Isim

004

, (2)

where I002, I004, and I111 represent the integrated intensities
of 002, 004, and 111 diffraction peaks, respectively. Here, the
superscript “exp (sim)” indicates the experimental (simulated)
integrated x-ray intensity for a perfectly L21-ordered struc-
ture. The theoretical XRD intensity was simulated for actual
CFGG film composition using the Visualization for Electronic
and Structural Analysis (VESTA) software [42], considering a
perfectly L21-ordered structure. It should be noted that the
dispersive corrections were also taken into account during the
XRD simulation. The estimated values of SB2 and SL21 as a
function of Tann are shown in Fig. 1(b), where the value of
SB2 for the as-deposited film is slightly higher than 1 and
decreases with increasing Tann. On the other hand, SL21 is 0 for
the as-deposited state and the annealed films at 300 and 400 °C
and improved by annealing above 500 °C. The estimated val-
ues of SB2 and SL21 at 700 °C were found to be 0.92 and 0.96,
respectively, indicating a high degree of B2 and L21 order. The
value of SB2 for the as-deposited state is slightly higher than
unity, implying the existence of disorder between Co and Fe
atoms. However, the Co-Fe disordering level cannot be quan-
titatively estimated using an ordinary Cu-Kα radiation-based
XRD system due to their very similar atomic scattering factors
of Co and Fe atoms at the Cu-Kα energy. Thus, we performed
AXRD experiments using a synchrotron radiation source at
beamline BL13XU in SPring-8 [43,44]. Figure 1(c) displays

the experimentally measured I002/I004 ratio (normalized by
the value at x-ray energy, E = 7.5 keV) of all CFGG films.
One can clearly see that the peak at the Co-K edge increases
with increasing Tann and saturates above 500 °C. This result of
AXRD measurement at Co-K edge is very similar to the pre-
vious report by Goto et al. [34] in CFGG films, indicating that
the degree of Co-Fe order improves with increasing annealing
temperature; high Co-Fe order is realized above 500 °C.

B. Electronic structure calculations

First-principles calculations were performed to investi-
gate the effect of atomic disorder on the electronic structure
of CFGG Heusler alloy. The atomic configurations for the
theoretical calculations are tabulated in Table S1 in the
Supplemental Material [45]. Figure 2(a) shows theoretically
calculated spin-resolved DOS of a standard CFGG with dif-
ferent atomic orders. We found that both ideal L21- and
B2-ordered CFGG have a half-metallic electronic structure,
a finite-energy band gap exists between the bottom of the
conduction band (CB) and top of the valence band (VB) in
the minority-spin DOS, and the position of EF is predicted
to be almost in the center of this half-metallic gap, which
agrees with previous studies [34,46]. We can clearly see that
a large 50% Co-Fe disorder, i.e., 50% of Fe atoms occupy X
site, destroys this half-metallic gap, suggesting that our CFGG
film in the as-deposited state should lose its half-metallic
nature. We also calculated the case with a 4% Co-Ga disorder
corresponding to the imperfect L21 order with SL21 = 0.96 for
Tann = 700 ◦C. Although tiny in-gap states are predicted to
form near EF, the half-metallic gap structure is still preserved
in this case. Because spin-dependent transport is governed by
the sp-conduction electron having a small effective mass, here
we also show the local DOS (LDOS) of sp-electron (orbital)
in Fig. 2(b). A clear half-metallic gap exists in all the cases
except for the one with a large 50% Co-Fe disorder. The
theoretically calculated spin polarization of sp electron LDOS
(Psp) is summarized in Fig. 2(c). Psp is predicted to be 42%
in the CFGG with large Co-Fe disorder, but it is enhanced
with promoting Co-Fe atomic order; large Psp of 93.7, 92.8,
and 83.9% are obtained for the ideal L21, B2, and L21 with
small 4% Co-Ga disorder, respectively. It should be mentioned
here that there are finite DOS in the half-metallic gap even
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FIG. 2. Theoretically calculated majority and minority spin-resolved DOS of a standard CFGG for ideal L21 and B2 structures as well
as for a B2 with Co-Fe (50%) and L21 with Co-Ga (4%) disorders. (a) Total DOS, (b) sp-electron LDOS, (c) spin polarization Psp (%) of
sp electrons, and (d) d-electron LDOS with different atomic orders.

in the L21-ordered CFGG. This is caused by the lifetime
effect of eigenstates due to the spherical approximation for
atomic potentials in KKR-CPA calculation, which generates
a small uncertainty of theoretical Psp. In addition, it is still
controversial whether or not Coulomb interaction correction
U should be incorporated in the first-principles calculation of
DOS for half-metallic Heusler alloys. In the CFGG, it was re-
ported that the half-metallic gap can be clearer with the lesser
minority-spin state by adding U compared with the present
result without U [46]. However, because the effect of Co-Fe
and Co-Ga disorders on the half-metallic gap is expected to
be qualitatively similar regardless of with and without U , the
treatment of U does not affect the main argument on AMR
in this study as an indicator to see a half-metallic gap and the
formation of in-gap states.

C. Evaluation of spin-polarization in standard CFGG films

1. AMR

We measured the AMR effect at 10 and 300 K in
50-nm-thick CFGG epitaxial films annealed at different Tann.
Figure 3(a) shows the φ dependence of the AMR ratio mea-
sured at 300 K. All the samples show the negative sign of
AMR ratio, and its magnitude increases with increasing Tann

at both 300 and 10 K, as summarized in Fig. 3(b). Here, we
clearly see that the magnitude of negative AMR increases with
Tann [Fig. 3(b)], which shows a qualitative agreement with
the spin-polarization β evaluated by the NLSV measurements
shown later. Previously, Sakuraba et al. [31] also found a
positive correlation between the magnitude of negative AMR

and the MR output of the CPP-GMR devices. However, one
can notice that negative AMR was observed even in the as-
deposited film which should have a large in-gap state. Because
the change in the AMR ratio �ρ/ρ is caused by the variation
in resistivity ρ, here we focus on only resistance-change (�ρ)
of the AMR effect to perform a more straightforward analysis.
�ρ vs T in the CFGG films for various Tann is summarized in
Fig. 3(c), where �ρ is normalized at 10 K. One can clearly see
that the CFGG film in the as-deposited state shows the most
significant reduction of �ρ with T , �ρ = 0.56 at 300 K. This
reduction gradually becomes smaller with increasing Tann and
finally �ρ becomes almost constant from 10 to 300 K in the
CFGG films of Tann > 500 ◦C.

To understand the T dependence of �ρ, we derive the ex-
pression of �ρ (=ρ‖ − ρ⊥) using the two-current model for
a system consisting of a spin-polarized s state and localized
d states with spin-orbit interaction [29]. We here focus on
half-metallic ferromagnets with the relation of ρ‖,↑ � ρ‖,↓
and ρ⊥,↑ � ρ⊥,↓, where ρ‖,σ (ρ⊥,σ ) represents a resistivity
of the σ spin for φ = 0◦ (90°). Under the above relation, ρ‖
and ρ⊥ are approximately written by

ρ‖ = ρ‖,↑ρ‖,↓
ρ‖,↑ + ρ‖,↓

= ρ‖,↑ρ‖,↓
ρ‖,↓

(
1 + ρ‖,↑

ρ‖,↓

) ≈ ρ‖,↑, (3)

ρ⊥ = ρ⊥,↑ρ⊥,↓
ρ⊥,↑ + ρ⊥,↓

= ρ⊥,↑ρ⊥,↓
ρ⊥,↓

(
1 + ρ⊥,↑

ρ⊥,↓

) ≈ ρ⊥,↑, (4)

and then �ρ becomes

�ρ ≈ ρ‖,↑ − ρ⊥,↑. (5)
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FIG. 3. (a) φ dependence of AMR ratio in epitaxial CFGG films measured at 300 K. (b) Summary of AMR ratio as a function of Tann. (c)
T dependence of �ρ (normalized at 10 K) of AMR effect in standard CFGG films for various Tann.

By using Eqs. (22) and (24) in Ref. [29], �ρ is
expressed as

�ρ ≈ γ (ρs,↑→d,↓ − ρs,↑→d,↑)

= −γCD(d )
↑ (EF)

(
1 − D(d )

↓ (EF)

D(d )
↑ (EF)

)
, (6)

with

ρs,↑→d,ς = m∗
↑

n↑e2

2π

h̄
nimpNn|Vs↑→d↑|2D(d )

ς (EF)

C = m∗
↑

n↑e2

2π

h̄
nimpNn|Vs↑→d↑|2

γ = (3/4)(λ/Hex )2, (7)

where ρs,↑→d,ς is a resistivity for the s-d scattering from the
s electron of ↑ spin to the localized d states of the ς spin. The
quantity nimp is the number density of impurities, Nn is the
number of nearest-neighbor host atoms around the impurity,
e is the electronic charge, and h̄ is the Planck constant h
divided by 2π . The quantities m∗

↑ and n↑ are the effective mass
and the number density of the electrons in the conduction
band of the ↑ spin, respectively. The quantity Vs↑→d↑ is the
matrix element for the s-d scattering from s ↑ to d ↑ states
due to the nonmagnetic impurities, and D(d )

ς (EF) is the DOS
of the d state of ς spin around EF that contributes to the s-d
scattering. In addition, λ is the spin-orbit coupling constant,
and Hex is the exchange field of the ferromagnet. Here, γ

and C are the parameters that are almost independent of the
temperature. Thus, the T dependence of D(d )

ς (EF) is expected
to affect the variation in �ρ with T predominantly because
D(d )

ς (EF) can be considered as a parameter that changes with T
due to the thermally excited electron occupation dependent on
the Fermi distribution function [ f (E )]. As can be seen in the
theoretically calculated partial sp and d states [Figs. 2(b) and
2(d)], the d ↑ states are small and almost constant with respect
to the energy around EF in all cases with different atomic
orders. The temperature T dependence of the D(d )

↑ (EF) for

CFGG using the disordered local moment method predicted
a very small variation of the ↑-spin DOS with the temperature
near EF [47]. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that the T
dependence of �ρ mainly arises from that of D(d )

↓ (EF) in the
CFGG regardless of its atomic order. In the CFGG without
Co-Fe disorder, because clear half-metallic gap forms and the
position of the EF is located around the center of the gap [see
Fig. 2(a)], D(d )

↓ (EF) must be almost zero and does not increase
with T up to RT. Therefore, �ρ is expected to be almost
constant with T in the CFGG films having the half-metallic
gap. On the other hand, in the CFGG with Co-Fe disorder,
largely localized d ↓ states appear in the half-metallic gap, as
shown in Fig. 2(d). In this case, the expression of AMR in
Eq. (6) is not applicable anymore, and various s-d scattering
processes (s ↑→ d ↓, s ↓→ d ↓, and s ↓→ d ↑ as well as
s ↑→ d ↑) determine the �ρ, resulting in the remarkable T
dependence of �ρ through the thermally activated changes
in all processes. Therefore, on the basis of Eq. (6), we give
a qualitative explanation for the overall trend of the ob-
served T dependence of �ρ in the CFGG films. Namely, the
D(d )

↓ (EF) must be large in the CFGG film in as-deposited state
[Fig. 2(d)] due to the Co-Fe disorder, which causes a large
reduction of the �ρ with increasing T . Since the D(d )

↓ (EF)
gradually reduces with increasing Tann by improved Co-Fe and
L21-atomic ordering, and the half-metallic gap finally forms,
�ρ becomes T independent at Tann = 600 and 700 ◦C.

This analysis of the T dependence of �ρ can be widely ap-
plied for various half-metallic Heusler alloys having a similar
electronic structure. Not only the formation of a half-metallic
gap but also the position of EF can be deduced, which is
understood by a possible s-d scattering process and its thermal
excitation, as schematically explained in Fig. 4. In the case
of the half-metallic material having the gap in ↓ states, �ρ

is expressed as �ρ ≈ γ (ρs,↑→d,↓ − ρs,↑→d,↑), from Eqs. (6)
and (7). In the half-metallic Heusler alloy having a clear
half-metallic gap and EF around the center of the gap, only
the s ↑→ d ↑ scattering process is allowed from zero to finite
temperature around RT because of insufficient thermal exci-
tation energy to generate s ↑→ d ↓ [Fig. 4(a)]. In this case,
�ρ is expressed as −γ ρs,↑→d,↑; thus, �ρ must be negative
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FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of partial spin-resolved DOS of s, p, and d states of a well-ordered Co-based Heusler alloy (half metallic)
(a)–(c), and disordered one (d). The sp ↑ and d ↑ states are small and almost constant around EF in all cases with different atomic orders; in
contrast, a significant amount of sp ↓ and d ↓ states exist at EF with Co-Fe disorder, as predicted theoretically. The dark-gray and light-gray
areas denote the d-band and sp-band DOS, respectively, where sp-bands are partially covered by the d bands. The d band consists of both
conductive and localized d states. In the scattering process, gray area of the DOS corresponds to the dominant components, while the black
area of DOS to the slightly hybridized components. In the case of well-ordered CFGG, when EF is around the center of the gap, only s ↑→ d ↑
scattering process is allowed from 0 to 300 K because of insufficient thermal excitation energy to generate s ↑→ d ↓ (a); and, when EF exists
around the vicinity of VB or CB edge, the s ↑→ d ↓ scattering process is also thermally activated at finite temperature (300 K) (b), (c). In
contrast, in a disordered CFGG alloy, which exhibits both minority (↓)-spin and majority (↑)-spin states at EF, not only s ↑→ d ↑ scattering
but also other scattering processes (s ↑→ d ↓, s ↓→ d ↓, and s ↓→ d ↑) are significant (d). The direction of Mex denotes the magnetization
direction. f (E ) and 1− f (E ) are the Fermi distribution functions which give the probability of an electron and a hole to occupy a state with
energy (E ), respectively. Solid and dashed blue lines denote the f (E ) at 0 K and higher temperature (>300 K), respectively. The solid green
line represents the derivative of − f (E ) with respect to E , i.e., − df (E)

dE at 300 K.

and shows very small T dependence as we observed in the
standard CFGG film annealed at 600 and 700 °C. In the case of
half-metallic Heusler alloys having the EF around the vicinity
of the VB or CB edge of the half-metallic gap, the s ↑→ d ↓
scattering process is thermally activated at finite temperature;
thus, the magnitude of �ρ gradually decreases with T by the
contribution of ρs,↑→d,↓ [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. When the in-gap
states largely form because of atomic disorder, various s-d
scatterings contribute to the �ρ; thus, �ρ largely changes
with T as observed in the standard CFGG in the as-deposited
state.

2. Spin-accumulation signal (�RS)

To investigate validity of the above-mentioned analysis of
the �ρ of the AMR, we measured �RS in the Cu channel
using microfabricated NLSV devices and evaluate the spin
polarization of electric current β. A schematic diagram of an
NLSV measurement is shown in Fig. 5(a), where a nonmag-
netic wire (N) orthogonally connects two ferromagnetic (FM)
wires. NLSV devices were prepared by microfabricating the

single-layer 30-nm-thick standard CFGG films. This NLSV
device consists of two laterally separated CFGG wires (called
spin injector and spin detector) bridged by a Cu channel, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). Figure 5(c) shows electrical resistivities
of CFGG (ρCFGG), and Cu (ρCu) wires measured at RT as a
function of annealing temperature Tann. The ρCFGG decreases
with increasing Tann due to the improvement in the degree of
L21 order in the CFGG films. The ρCu of the Cu wire is almost
constant in all devices within the range of 3 to 4 μ� cm and
the averaged ρCu was found to be around 3.87 μ� cm, which
is very close to the previously reported value [26]. The nonlo-
cal measurements were performed at RT by a conventional DC
method with a current IC of 0.5 mA, as displayed in Fig. 5(b),
where the external magnetic field H was applied parallel to
the long axis of the CFGG wires. IC flows from one CFGG
wire to the left-side Cu wire; as a result, (left-side) CFGG
wire drives a spin-polarized current (IS) into the Cu strips
at the interface. This spin-polarized current diffuses through
the Cu channel and accumulates at the second (right-side)
CFGG/Cu interface that works as a detector. The accumu-
lated spins at the second CFGG/Cu interface are detected by
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FIG. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of an NLSV device and the electrical scheme for nonlocal measurement. (b) Optical image of a fabricated
CFGG/Cu NLSV device. (c) Estimated ρCFGG and ρCu values as a function of Tann. (d) Center-to-center distance d dependence of �RS signal
measured at 300 K in CFGG/Cu-based NLSV devices. The dashed line denotes the fitted �RS-d result by Eq. (8). (e) The evaluated β at 300
K of CFGG films against Tann. The error bar corresponds to the standard deviation of β.

measuring the output voltage (V ) between the second CFGG
and Cu wires. The measured signal �RS = �V/IC decreases
exponentially with increasing d because of the spin relaxation
[Fig. 5(d)], where �V is the output voltage difference between
parallel and antiparallel configuration of CFGG wires. The
d dependence of measured �RS increases with increasing
Tann, indicating the enhancement of spin polarization P due
to the improved Co-Fe atomic ordering. In order to evaluate
the β value, the measured �RS-d result was fitted by the
one-dimensional spin-diffusion model [37] for a transparent
interface, expressed as

�RS = 4RCu

(
β

1 − β2
RCFGG

RCu

)2
e(− d

λCu
)

(
1 + 2

1 − β2
RCFGG

RCu

)2 − e(− 2d
λCu

)
, (8)

where RCFGG (=ρCFGGλCFGG/AJ ) and RCu(=ρCuλCu/ACu) are
the spin resistance of CFGG and Cu, respectively. ρCFGG(Cu),
λCFGG(Cu), AJ, and ACu represent the resistivity of CFGG
(Cu), the spin-diffusion length of CFGG (Cu), the area of
CFGG/Cu interface, and the cross-sectional area of the Cu
wire, respectively. From the scanning electron microscopy
image, the width of CFGG wires and the Cu channel is about
150 and 167 nm, respectively. For fitting the �RS-d data, we
used the value of λCFGG by assuming the ρCFGGλCFGG is the
same as the value reported for the Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 (CFAS),
ρCFASλCFAS = 1.56 m�μm2, because CFAS is also predicted
to be a half-metal having the same valence electron number
(NV) as CFGG [16] and λ has the inverse proportional rela-
tionship with the ρ [48]. Because the quality of the Cu channel
should be the same in all devices, we used the same λCu for
all the devices. The β was evaluated by fitting the �RS-d
curves with an average λCu value of 424 nm. This λCu value
is in good agreement with the previous report [13]. The β

of CFGG is enlarged from 0.57 ± 0.01 for an as-deposited
state to 0.74 ± 0.01 for the sample annealed at 700 °C due
to the improvement in Co-Fe atomic order as summarized
in Fig. 5(e). These results show a clear correlation between
Co-Fe atomic order and the spin polarization evaluated by the
NLSV devices. Furthermore, this enlargement in β from 57%
(as deposited) to 74% (700 °C) agrees with the theoretically
calculated Psp of 42% and 83.9% for a B2 structure with 50%
Co-Fe and L21 with 4% Co-Ga disorders, respectively [see
Fig. 2(c)]. This result qualitatively agrees with the analysis
performed on the �ρ vs T ; β increases with Tann and shows
almost the same values at 600 and 700 °C.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF Co-RICH
CFGG FILMS

In order to confirm the relationship between the T de-
pendence of �ρ and the half-metallic electronic structure,
we have also analyzed the atomic order and measured the T
dependence of �ρ in the Co-rich CFGG film (50 nm). We
first performed XRD (see Supplemental Material [45]) and
AXRD (Fig. 6) measurements of the Co-rich film to know
the crystal structure and the qualitative amount of Co antisite.
The XRD results confirm that the Co-rich CFGG films also
have similar (001)-oriented epitaxial growth and exhibit L21

ordering above 500 °C. Prior to the AXRD measurements, we
simulated the integrated intensity (I111) of 111 peaks [33] of
a standard CFGG sample with various Co-Fe disorder levels
(x) = 0–0.50 as a function of x-ray energy ranging from 7.5 to
7.9 keV at Co-K absorption edge [Fig. 6(a)]. We found that the
I111 amplitude gradually increases with increasing x due to Co
antisite. As standard and Co-rich CFGG films do not show 111
peaks below 500 °C, the AXRD measurements were carried
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FIG. 6. (a) Simulated x-ray energy dependence of I111 at Co-K absorption edge of a standard CFGG sample with Co-Fe disorder level
x. (b) Experimentally measured x-ray energy dependence of I111 at Co-K edge for standard CFGG (Tann = 600 and 700 °C), and (c) Co-rich
CFGG film (700 °C).

out for 600 and 700 °C annealed films at around the Co-K
edge [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)]. The standard CFGG film’s peak
intensity at the Co-K edge energy is minimal. In contrast, the
Co-rich one exhibits a relatively large intensity, indicating a
larger amount of Co atoms in the Y site even after annealing
at 700 °C compared with the former standard CFGG films.
Because the excess 4% of the Co atoms must occupy the
Y site becoming Co antisites, almost 10–20% of the Y site
should be occupied by Co atoms, which is consistent with the
experimental result.

Figure 7 shows the T dependence of �ρ of the AMR effect
normalized at 10 K in the Co-rich CFGG films. All the films
show the negative AMR ratio in the whole range of Tann, sim-
ilar to the standard CFGG films; large T dependence of �ρ

is observed in all the films even with Tann = 600 and 700 °C.
Because of the unavoidable formation of the Co antisites in
the Co-rich CFGG as confirmed by AXRD, the localized d ↓
states inevitably form in the half-metallic gap [corresponds
to the case shown in Fig. 4(d)] in these Co-rich CFGG films
regardless of the Tann. Therefore, this large T dependence of
�ρ supports our argument. Namely, the T dependence of �ρ

of the AMR effect is sensitive to the formation/disappearance
of the half-metallic gap in CFGG, which can be applied to
any other half-metallic materials having a similar electronic
structure. Here, someone might be concerned about the ex-

FIG. 7. T dependence of �ρ (normalized at 10 K) values for Co-
rich CFGG films for various Tann.

trinsic effect such as the defects, grain boundaries, and the
surface on the observed annealing temperature dependence
of AMR effect in present CFGG films because previously
many studies reported that the annealing process induces large
variation in AMR in various polycrystalline and granular fer-
romagnetic films, especially when the thickness of the film is
less than a few tens of nanometers [49–52]. However, because
the present standard and Co-rich CFGG films are sufficiently
thick (50 nm) and have a homogeneous epitaxial structure
even in the as-deposited state, such extrinsic effect on the
AMR is expected to be much smaller than the intrinsic elec-
tronic structure. Our previous studies on the AMR in Heusler
epitaxial films [14,33] and the results shown in the next sec-
tion also support a strong relationship between observed AMR
and intrinsic electronic structure.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION IN VARIOUS
Co-BASED HEUSLER ALLOYS

In earlier study, we have investigated the AMR
effect of the (001)-oriented epitaxial thin films of various
Co-based Heusler alloys [Co2MnAl1−xSix (CMAS),
Co2MnGa0.25Ge0.75 (CMGG), Co2FeGa0.25Si0.75 (CFGaS),
Co2FeGe0.25Si0.75 (CFGeS), and Co2FeSi (CFS)] [31]. Here,
we analyzed the T dependence of �ρ in these films and
summarized it as a function of their NV (see Fig. 8). As
we reported earlier [31], the sign of AMR changes with NV

from positive to negative at around 28.2 and then becomes
positive again around 30.3, suggesting EF moves from the VB
edge to the CB edge with increasing NV. Interestingly, the
T dependence of �ρ agrees well with the prediction shown
in Figs. 4(a)–4(c). Namely, the Co-based Heusler alloy films
that are expected to have EF around the center of half-metallic
gaps such as CMS, CFGG, and CMGG show almost constant
�ρ regardless of T , whereas the films having EF close to
the gap edges, such as CMAS with x = 0.2 and CFGeS,
clearly show a large reduction of �ρ with temperature. We
found an enlargement of �ρ with increasing the T in only
CMA, which could be attributed to the complex s-d scattering
process in this material due to large d ↑ and s ↓ states at the
EF.
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FIG. 8. Valence electron number NV dependence of �ρ (normal-
ized at 10 K) values for various Co-based Heusler alloys.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we measured the T dependence of the AMR
effect in CFGG and various Co-based Heusler films to investi-
gate its relationship with the half-metallic electronic structure.
It was found that the magnitude of the negative AMR ratio in
the standard CFGG film shows a similar annealing temper-
ature dependence with the spin polarization of β evaluated
from the nonlocal spin valve. In addition, CFGG film with

high Co-Fe order shows a small T dependence of �ρ, but
the one with a high disorder or Co antisites always exhibits
large T dependence. The developed theoretical model ex-
plains such tendency in the T dependence of �ρ. Namely, the
half-metallic materials having the EF around the center of the
half-metallic gap are predicted to show a small T dependence
of �ρ because of no/few localized d ↓ states at EF; in con-
trast, a large change of �ρ is expected for those half-metallic
materials having EF close to gap edges or large in-gap states
because of the contribution of thermally excited s-d scattering
involving the d ↓ states. We also found that this theoretical
prediction agrees well with the T dependence of �ρ of other
Co-based half-metallic Heusler thin films. The present study
elucidates that the T dependence of �ρ of the AMR effect
gives us a view of not only the formation of a half-metallic gap
but also the position of EF without time-consuming transport
measurements of any microfabricated devices. Therefore, the
measurement of the T dependence of �ρ of the AMR effect
is useful for the high-throughput screening of half-metallic
Heusler alloys.
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